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fACE SEARCH
From the recorded data, you can search faces according to your desired conditions such as gender and age.

1. Select <face search> in the <AI search> menu.

2. Select a channel to search.

3. Select the date and time to search.

4. Select a detailed search option. 

●	 Face search options : gender, Age, glasses, Mask 

￭	 Click the option to display the option selection window. Select the desired search option.

￭	 If no details are set, all conditions will be selected and searched.

5. Select the overlap. 
It will be displayed when there is overlapped data in one channel by changing the time or time zone at the selected 
time.

6. Click the <Search> button.

●	 CH : Displays the recorded channel.

●	 Camera name : Displays the camera name.

●	 Attribute : Displays the recognized search result attributes.

●	 Time : Displays the start time of the recorded video. 

●	 Playback : Plays the recorded video with an instant viewer.

●	 Bookmark : Specifies a bookmark to the recorded video. 

7. Click <  > in the search list to display the instant viewer.

8. Click <  > to go to the playback screen.

VEHIClE SEARCH
You can search the vehicle by setting the vehicle type and color conditions from the recorded data.

1. Select <Vehicle search> in the <AI search>menu.

2. Select a channel to search.

3. Select the date and time to search.

4. Select a detailed search option. 

●	 Vehicle search options : Type, Vehicle color

￭	 Click the option to display the option selection window. Select the desired search option.

￭	 If no details are set, all conditions will be selected and searched.

5. Select the overlap. 
It will be displayed when there is overlapped data in one channel by changing the time or time zone at the selected 
time.

6. Click the <Search> button.

●	 CH : Displays the recorded channel.

●	 Camera name : Displays the camera name.

●	 Attribute : Displays the recognized search result attributes.

●	 Time : Displays the start time of the recorded video. 

●	 Playback : Plays the recorded video with an instant viewer.

●	 Bookmark : Specifies a bookmark to the recorded video. 

7. Click <  > in the search list to display the instant viewer.

8. Click <  > to go to the playback screen.
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AI search viewer 
lP SEARCH
You can search for vehicle license plates from the recorded data.

1. Select <lP search> in the <AI search> menu.

2. Select a channel to search.

3. Select the date and time to search.

4. Select the overlap. 
It will be displayed when there is overlapped data in one channel by changing the time or time zone at the selected 
time.

5. Click the <Search> button.

●	 CH : Displays the recorded channel.

●	 Camera name : Displays the camera name.

●	 Time : Displays the start time of the recorded video. 

●	 Playback : Plays the recorded video with an instant viewer.

●	 Bookmark : Specifies a bookmark to the recorded video. 

6. Click <  > in the search list to display the instant viewer.

7. Click <  > to go to the playback screen.

lPR SEARCH
You can search for the license plate number recognized in the recorded data.

￭	 LPR search is only available on recorder models that support AI recognition.

1. Select <lPR search> in the <AI search> menu.

2. Select a channel to search.

3. Select the date and time to search.

4. Enter the license plate number to search.

￭	 Click <  > to see the search guide for license plate number.

￭	 The option of license plate number entry field is only available on recorder models that support LPR search.

5. Select the overlap. 
It will be displayed when there is overlapped data in one channel by changing the time or time zone at the selected 
time.

6. Click the <Search> button.

●	 CH : Displays the recorded channel.

●	 Camera name : Displays the camera name.

●	 LPR : Shows the identified license plate number.

●	 Time : Displays the start time of the recorded video. 

●	 Playback : Plays the recorded video with an instant viewer.

●	 Bookmark : Specifies a bookmark to the recorded video. 

7. Click <  > in the search list to display the instant viewer.

8. Click <  > to go to the playback screen.
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SEARCH RESulTS ExPORT
Search results such as people, faces, and vehicles can be exported to a file.

Example) Person search results export

1. Click <  > in the search results list.

2. Select the desired list and click <OK>.

￭	 The exported video is saved as .avi file in the download folder.
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PlAy SEARCH RESulTS
You can play the recorded data and export the video you want during playback.

To Adjust the Time line

You can move the playback position and zoom the time line in and out.

●	 Click the desired play position in the time line. 
The playback start position will be moved.

￭	 Click the start point on the left side of the time line to move the playback position to the start point of the first video.

￭	 Place your mouse over the time line to see the corresponding thumbnail of the recorded video. 

●	 Click <  >, <  > to zoom in or out the time display magnification. When the time line is enlarged, a scroll 
bar will appear at the bottom.

￭	 You can use the mouse wheel over the time line to zoom in or out on the time scale. 

￭	 The time line magnification of the time line will be displayed at the top right of the time line.

●	 To see the time line before or after zooming in, zoom in and drag the time line left or right.

ExPORT VIDEO by SECTION SETuP
You can select the desired section from the time line or search list during video playing and export it to a file.

1. Click the <  > button

2. Select the start and end points of the desired section in the time line with the mouse.

3. Click the <  > button.

4. Select a layout to export and select the desired channel.

5. Set the start date/time and end date/time.

6. Enter a file name to save, and then click the <OK> button.

7. When the export is complete, a confirmation window appears. 

￭	 While exporting, click the <Stop> button to stop the export.

play
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Play button Name and function

Paused state

Playback state

Name Description

Previous event Go to the previous event video.

Previous frame Moves backward to the key frame (I-frame).

Playback Play the video.

Next frame Moves forward one frame or more.

Next event Go to the next event video.

Speed
Select the video playback speed.

Speed : x1/8, x1/4, x1/2, x1, x2, x4, x8, x16, x32, x64, x128, x256

Fast backward

It is used for reverse playback.

Speed : -x1/8, -x1/4, -x1/2, -x1, -x2, -x4, -x8, -x16, -x32, -x64, -x128, -x256

￭	 Depending on the split screen, the maximum speed may be limited.

Pause Pause the video.

Fast forward

It is used for forward playback.

Speed : x1/8, x1/4, x1/2, x1, x2, x4, x8, x16, x32, x64, x128, x256

￭	 Depending on the split screen, the maximum speed may be limited.

•  PlAy
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You can configure the Recorder settings remotely on the network.

SCREEN lAyOuT Of THE SETuP VIEWER

Name Description

Menu Click each menu to go to the menu screen.

Top menu list Configure the settings or select a parent item to change the existing settings.

Sub-menu list Among the sub-menus of selected parent menu, select a desired item to set. 

Detailed Menu Click desired item's input field to change and enter a desired value.

Ok Apply the modified settings.

SETTINg THE CAMERA
You can check a list of cameras that are connected to the Recorder and configure the necessary settings.  
For details, refer to the "Setup > Setting the Camera" page in the Table of Contents.

Channel setup

You can register a network camera for each channel and make a connection between them.

Setup > Camera > Channel setup

●	 When you click the <upgrade> button, you can check the camera’s version, upgrade version, and status and 
upgrade it.

Camera setup

You can change the video settings of network cameras registered for each channel by accessing the web viewer.

Setup > Camera > Camera setup

setup viewer 
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●	 When you click the <Camera webviewer> button, a new camera web browser window is opened. 

– This is not supported if the camera is connected to the RTSP protocol.

– This is not supported if the camera is connected to DDNS or a URL.

– It supports the version specified below or later for each Q/P/X series camera.  
(QND-7010R series : 1.04, QND-7080R series : 1.02, QND-6010R series : 1.02, 
QND-6070R series : 1.01, P series : 1.01)

– When you are connecting to the camera web page on a closed network, a camera that does not support the 
universal web will not be able to output an image.

– The cam proxy port's default settings are automatically set in sequence as many as the number of channels 
supported by Recorder. If you want to change the proxy port, then select the port setup menu.

– 4 channels (10001-10004), 8 channels (10001-10008), 16 channels (10001-10016),  
32 channels (10001-10032), 64 channels (10001-10064)

Example) Defaults of cam proxy ports for each product
●	 4-channel model : 10001-10004

●	 8-channel model : 10001-10008

●	 16-channel model : 10001-10016

●	 32-channel model : 10001-10032

●	 64-channel model : 10001-10064

– When connecting outside the closed network as shown in the figure, the port forwarding setting of the 
camera proxy port is required for the router.

RecorderNetwork Camera IP router Remote PC

Internet

– If there are multiple Recorders within the closed network, each cam proxy port should be set using a 
different port.

– If DDNS and Quick Connect are enabled, port forwarding will be automatically set. 

– Chrome, Edge and Safari (Mac OS) browsers are supported.

Profile Setup

You can set the profile for a network camera.

Setup > Camera > Profile setup

Record

You can set the recording profile for a network camera.

●	  Click < > to change the profile settings. You can add or delete profiles, and change the settings of 
<Dewarping>, <WiseStream>, and <Dynamic gOV & fPS>.

live

You can change the live transfer settings of the network camera.
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setup viewer 
Remote

You can set the video profile transmitted to the network and the expansion monitor.

Camera Password

You can change the passwords of all registered cameras at once.

Setup > Camera > Camera password

SETTINg THE RECORDINg
For details, refer to the "Setup > Setting the Recording" page in the Table of Contents. 

Record Schedule

If you set a recording schedule for a specific date and time, the recording will start at that specific time.

Setup > Record > Record schedule

Record Setup

Select a type of the normal/event recording frame rate for each channel.

Setup > Record > Record setup
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Record Options

You can set the hard disk recording option.

￭	 You can set the recording duration separately for each channel.

Setup > Record > Record options

SETTINg THE EVENT
For details, refer to the "Setup > Setting the Event" page in the Table of Contents. 

AI engine

You can set whether or not to use AI events (object detection, AI recognition) and check the status of AI engine 
usage.

￭	 AI engine settings are only available on recorder models that support AI recognition.

Setup > Event > AI engine

Event Setup

You can set detailed settings for each channel's event detection mode.

Setup > Event > Event setup

Object detection

You can change the AI object detection event setup.

￭	 The object detection function is displayed only when connected Wisenet AI camera. 
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setup viewer 
AI recognition

You can change the AI recognition event setup.

￭	 Settings and operating specifications may differ depending on the recorder model and camera.

Mask detection

You can change the mask detection event setup.

￭	 Settings and operating specifications may differ depending on the recorder model and camera.

Motion detection

You can change the settings for motion detection events.

￭	 Detailed video analysis can be set by accessing the Camera webviewer.

IVA

You can change the settings for Intelligent Video Analytics (IVA) events.

￭	 Detailed video analysis can be set by accessing the Camera webviewer.
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Tampering detection

You can change the tampering detection event setup.

Event Rule Setup

You can set the event trigger and action rule to output an alarm when an event occurs. 

Setup > Event > Event rule setup

Alarm Input

You can set the operation of the alarm sensor.

￭	 This function is not supported in some models.

Setup > Event > Alarm input

ONVIf Setup

You can set the camera registered with the Onvif protocol.

Setup > Event > ONVIf setup
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setup viewer 
Schedule

Whether to output an alarm can be scheduled according to the day and time. 
The initial setting will be an event sync, and an alarm will be sent only when an event occurs.

Setup > Event > Schedule

SETTINg THE DEVICE
You can check a list of devices that are connected to the Recorder and configure the necessary settings. 

For details, refer to the "Setup > Setting the Device" page in the Table of Contents.

Storage Device

You can check and change the settings related to the data storage device.

Setup > Device > Storage device

Management

You can check a storage device, amount of use, type of use and status of storage device.

●	 ARB : Video that was not recorded due to disconnection from the camera can be backed up after the 
connection with the camera is re-established. 
Press the button and an <Auto recovery backup (ARb)> window is opened. 
For details, refer to the "Setup > Setting the Device > Storage Device" page in the Table of Contents.

iSCSI

This function is only available for products that support iSCSI.

When connecting an iSCSI device to the recorder, you can search for the iSCSI device and connect and disconnect 
it. 
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RAID

This function is only available for products that support RAID.

You can set the RAID (Redundant Array of Independent Disks) mode.

Distributed recording

This function is only available for products that support distributed recording.

By allocating a certain portion of HDDs to each group, you can distribute the amount of recording for optimal 
saving.

S.M.A.R.T

You can check the connection status and details of the hard disk mounted in the recorder.

Monitor

You can set the information displayed on the monitor as well as the output system.

Setup > Device > Monitor

￭	 If the screen does not work properly, see “Troubleshooting (FAQ)” in the Appendix.

￭	 The Monitor Setup settings control the monitor connected to the Recorder.

￭	 Video exceeding the resolution of 1080p will not be displayed from the secondary monitor. 
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setup viewer 
Text

You can set the POS device text display and event text settings. 

Setup > Device > Text

Device

Relevant values of a POS device connected to Recorder can be set.

Event

It is possible to set total amount conditions and keywords to display events of a POS device.

SETTINg THE NETWORK
For details, refer to the "Setup > Setting the Network" page in the Table of Contents. 

IP & Port

A remote user can access the Recorder via the network to check the current mode and the IP address.

Setup > Network > IP & Port

IP address

Specify the network connection path.

Port

You can configure the protocol related settings.
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DDNS & P2P

A remote user can network a recorder using a DDNS address in a dynamic IP system. If you cannot connect with a 
dynamic IP, you can easily access using a P2P service. 

Before using Wisenet DDNS & P2P, please set up the network connection and DDNS first.

Setup > Network > DDNS & P2P

IP filtering

You can prepare the list of IP address to allow or block accesses to a specific IP address.

Setup > Network > IP filtering

HTTPS

You can select a security connection system or install public certificates.

Setup > Network > HTTPS

￭	 While using HTTPS, if you want to switch to HTTP, then abnormal operation can take place as the browser contains the setting values. You need 
to change the URL to HTTP and reconnect or initialize the cookie setting of the browser.

802.1x

When connecting to a network, you can select whether to use the 802.1x protocol and install a corresponding 
certificate.

Setup > Network > 802.1x
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setup viewer 
fTP

When an event occurs, you can create settings related to the FTP server to which images will be transferred.

Setup > Network  > fTP

E-mail

You can specify the SMTP server that sends a mail if an event occurs and set the recipient group and users.

Setup > Network > E-mail

SMTP

You can set the server that sends mails and specify if you use the authentication process.

Event

You can set the event interval and specify which events the server sends mails for.

Recipient

You can set groups and recipients to receive emails.
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SNMP

Using the SNMP protocol, the system or network administrator can remotely monitoring the network devices and 
sets the environment.

Setup > Network > SNMP

DHCP Server

You can set the network camera IP address and check the details by setting up a DHCP server.

Setup > Network > DHCP server

Network 

You can set the internal DHCP server and assign an IP address to the network camera.

Status

You can check the IP and MAC currently used through the DHCP server, and the connected network port.
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setup viewer 
SETTINg THE SySTEM
You can configure the various settings of the Recorder system.

For details, refer to the "Setup > Setting the System" page in the Table of Contents. 

Date/Time/language

You can check and setup the current Date/Time and time related properties, as well as the language used for the 
interface on the screen.

Setup > System > Date/Time/language

System Time

Set the date and time.

Time sync

Set the time synchronization.

DST

During the summer, Daylight Saving Time (DST) advances clocks one hour forwards from the standard local time 
zone.

language

Select a preferred language for the Recorder.

Holiday

A user can select specific dates as holidays according to their own preferences.

user

You can manage users, such as adding or deleting users and granting different authorities for each user.

Setup > System > user

Administrator

You can change the admin ID or the password.

￭	 ID allows alphanumeric characters only.

￭	 If the admin ID is not used for access, you cannot change the ID.

￭	 If the ID being used is changed, you will be automatically logged out.

user

You can add, change or remove a user or users.
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Restriction settings

You can set the user permission.

System Management

You can check the current system version and update to a new version, export data, setting initialization, and 
more.

Setup > System > System management

Product information

You can see information of the current system.

Check the model name, software version, and MAC address. 
You can search for a file from the recorder connected to the PC to perform an upgrade.

Settings

Using a storage device, you can apply the current configuration of Recorder to another Recorder.

Press the Initialization button to return the network settings to their factory default state. Items in the 
<Exception> category are excluded from the initialization.

log

You can check the log information related to system, events, and export.

Setup > System > log

System log

System related log information such as system startup, system shutdown, and menu setting change can be 
retrieved.
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setup viewer 
Event log

The event log lists recorded events, such as sensor events, camera events, or image losses.

Export log

You can search the user who performed the export and the execution time and details (time, channel, device, file 
type).
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SEC bACKuP VIEWER
You can play a file that is backed up in the format of SEC.

Backup in SEC format produces backup data file, library file and self-executable viewer file.

If you run the backup file viewer, the backup data file will be played.

Recommended System Requirements

PCs with a lower specification than the recommended below may not fully support forward/backward and 
highspeed playback.

PC Specifications

Name Minimum requirements Recommended

CPU Intel Pentium 2.5GHz or more Intel i7(3.5GHz) or more

RAM 4GB or more 8GB or more 

HDD 200GB or more 500GB or more

VGA memory 512MB or more 1GB or more

Display resolution 1280x1024 or higher 1920x1080 or higher 

OS Windows 7, 8, 10

export viewer
Screen layout of the backup Viewer

XRN-1620B2_CAM 01

H264(1920x1080), NONE

2020-05-14 20 :54 :13

Name Description

Split screen
Selects screen ratio to display.

The screen is changed to a split screen.

Fisheye view mode

IIf <  > is pushed, it is possible to change to a fisheye installation type. It is possible to 
select wall/ground/ceiling mode according to the installation place.

The fisheye view mode on the current screen can be changed independently on each split.

Digital Zoom

Enlarge the image by up to 100 times as big as the current one. 
Press the Zoom In (  ) button the enlarge the image; press the Zoom Out (  ) button 
to shrink the image. You can also use the slide bar (  ) in the pop-up window to 
zoom in/out.  
Press (  ) on a size-changed video to restore the default zoom factor (100%). If you enlarge 
the image by more than 200%, the enlarged area will be marked on the digital zooming 
screen. Click on the marked area and move it to a desired position.  
The digital zooming is applied to all backup viewer. When the digital zooming is canceled, the 
video size will restore the default rate of 100%.
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export viewer
Name Description

Screen Printout

Saves the current video's image as in an image file. Supports JPEG file format.

Prints out the current screen. You should have installed the appropriate printer driver before 
you can print out the screen.

Audio
 / 

A toggle button. Each time you press this button, the audio output will toggle between 
activated and deactivated.

You can adjust the volume level from 0 to 100.

Watermark  / Press the button to enable file tampering detection, to detect data file forging.

Deinterlace You can enable the De-interlace function.

Show OSD
Check the OSD checkbox to display the OSD information on the backup playback screen.  
Information such as backup date, day of the week, time, model name, and channel number 
will be displayed on the screen.

Maintain aspect

ratio/Full screen

Maintains the aspect ratio of the playback screen.

Plays the video on a full screen.

Enlarge/Reduce 
Timeline

Collapses the time range that is displayed on the range bar of the storage time.  
You can collapse the range bar until the overall range is shortened to 24 hours.

Enlarges the time range that is displayed on the range bar of the storage time. You can 
enlarge the range bar until the overall range is extended to 1 minute.

Restore Timeline Restores the timeline to the default.

Display of storage time range
Displays the time range of a stored video file. 
You can move the gridline of the range bar to select a time point to play.

Playback Control You can adjust the video playback of the timeline.
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uSE JOySTICK
The function is only available for the product that supports a joystick. For products that support joy stick, see page 4 
"Products supporting each feature” of the Product Specification Manual.

The SPC-2000 joystick is operated as follows :

Name Description

up/Down/left/
Right

In PTZ mode, the camera can be panned, tilted, and controlled in 8 directions.

The Web Viewer only supports the PTZ mode.

In Screen mode, the top/bottom/left/right tile can be selected.

￭	 When you press the Near/Far button while controlling with the joystick, you can perform control simultaneously.

Rotation In PTZ mode, the screen is zoomed in when it is rotated clockwise and zoomed out when it is rotated counterclockwise.

1~8

In PTZ mode, presets number 1~8 are run.

Screen mode works as follows.

1 : Changing live layout / 2 : Search

3 : Export / 4 : Zoom mode 

5 : Freeze mode / 6 : Audio 

7 : Alarm / 8 : Rec

9

It allows to exit PTZ mode in PTZ mode.

The Web Viewer won't be able to stop the PTZ on its own.

This is used to change to PTZ mode from screen mode.

10

It allows to exit PTZ mode in PTZ mode.

The Web Viewer won't be able to stop the PTZ on its own.

Goes back to the previous screen in the Screen mode.

11,12
In PTZ mode, Focus Near/Far operation is run.

When using the screen mode, the same operations can be done by moving the mouse.

uSINg VIRTuAl KEybOARD

1. For alphanumeric inputs, the virtual keyboard window appears.

2. Using a mouse, click on the desired character tab.

3. Select <OK>. 
Entered word is applied.

￭	 If you want to enter a special character or uppercase letters, select <Caps lock> or <Shift>.

￭	 Using the virtual keyboard is the same to a normal keyboard use in your region.

￭	 Your ID can contain any combination of upper/lowercase alphabet letters and numbers.

￭	 If the password length is 8 to 9 digits, you can combine at least three different types of the following characters : upper/lowercase alphabets, numbers, and 
special characters.

￭	 If the password length is 10 digits or more, you can combine at least two different types of the following characters : upper/lowercase alphabets, numbers, 
and special characters.

appendix
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appendix
TROublESHOOTINg

Problem Action

Live video will be slow or cut off. ●	 The frame number set for multiple data transmission set in camera or network environment 
could differ from the actual rate of transmission. 
Click <  > at the bottom of the screen to check the number of incoming frames per 
channel and the actual number of frames played. 
Basically, when you register a camera, the Live4NVR profile is created and the rate is set to 
H.264 800*448 30fps. 
If necessary, go to “Setup > Camera > Profile setup > Edit” and change the number of 
frames.

●	 If you keep seeing video slow down or cut off, then check the network environment or camera 
condition. 

The system does not turn on and the indicator on the front 
panel does not work at all.

●	 Check if the power supply system is properly connected.
●	 Check the system for the input voltage from the power source.
●	 If the problem persists even after you have taken the above actions, check the power supplier 

and replace it with a new one if necessary.
●	 Check inside if the cables are properly connected. (SMPS, FRONT)

The video input is okay, but the videos of some channels are 
not properly displayed or are abnormally displayed (e.g. black 
screen, B/W screen).

●	 Check if the camera is properly supplied with power.
●	 Check the state of the cable connected to the camera and reconnect it after replacing or 

disconnecting it.
●	 Check the video output connecting the camera's Web Viewer.
●	 Check if the network port is properly connected and the network setting is set correctly.
●	 Change the hub supporting Gigabit, it may solves.

The screen displays the logo image repeatedly. ●	 This may occur from a problem with the main board, or the related software is corrupt. 
Contact the nearest service center for more information.

The Channel button does not work on the Live screen. ●	 The Channel button does not work if the current screen is in the event monitoring mode.

The cursor will not move to the Start button when I start the 
calendar search.

●	 Check if the channel and the date that you want to play are marked with the V symbol. 
Both channel and date should be checked before you can start playing with the Start button.

The screen of the connected monitor is displayed abnormally or 
not displayed at all.

●	 Check if the necessary cables are connected to the monitor properly.
●	 Some monitors do not support the Recorder output (HDMI1 or HDMI2/VGA). Check the 

monitor resolution.

 – HDMI1 : 3840x2160(30 Hz), 1080P, 720P, 1280x1024

 – HDMI2/VGA : 1920x1080, 1280x720, 1280x1024, 1024x768
●	 Disconnect the monitor cable from the recorder, and connect again.

Logo screen on bootup stalls in the < > state. ●	 The HDD may have problems. Visit your nearest customer service center to check the HDD.

No response controlling PTZ in the live viewer. ●	 Check the registered Camera if it support PTZ function.

Problem Action

The camera is not connected or the PC fails to connect to the 
product.

●	 Check if the network cable is connected properly.
●	 Ensure that you have set Network - Connection Mode.
●	 Check the IP setting of the PC or camera.
●	 Try the Ping Test.
●	 Check if there is a different device near the product uses the same IP.

I registered a camera, but the web viewer does not show live 
video.

●	 After registering a camera, a user need to edit/save the desired layout, before the screen split 
mode and live screen fit for the setting appears.

The input camera image is too bright or too dark. ●	 Check the registered camera settings in “Setup > Camera > Camera setup”.

The time setup window will pop up. ●	 This message is displayed if there occurs a problem with the time setting of the internal clock 
or an error in the clock itself.  
Contact the retailer or the service center for more information.

The time bar is not displayed in Search mode. ●	 The timeline can switch between normal and extension mode.  
In extension mode, the time bar may not be displayed in the current timeline. Switch to 
normal mode or use the left or right button to navigate through the time bar.

The "NO HDD" icon and an error message are displayed. ●	 If you do not format your purchased HDD at all or in a format supported by Recorder, a “NO 
HDD” icon (  ) will be displayed at the top left. When the “NO HDD” icon is displayed, go 
to “Setup > Device > Storage device” and check the HDD connection status and format the 
HDD.

●	 If the problem persists in a normal condition, contact the nearest service center to have the 
HDD checked by the service personnel.

I have installed an additional HDD on the Recorder but it does 
not recognize the HDD.

●	 See the compatibility list to check if the additional HDD is supported by the Recorder. For the 
compatibility list, contact the retailer where you purchased the Recorder.

I have connected an external storage device (USB Memory, USB 
HDD) to the Recorder but the Recorder seems not to recognize 
it.

●	 See the compatibility list of external storage devices to check if the connected device is 
supported by the Recorder. For the compatibility list, contact the retailer where you purchased 
the Recorder.

If I press the ESC key in full screen mode of the Web Viewer, the 
system does not switch to a normal split mode.

●	 Press the ALT+TAB keys to select 'ACTIVE MOVIE' and press the ESC key again. The system will 
switch to a normal split mode.

It is difficult to configure the network for default search, export, 
and router use.

●	 For more information, refer to the user manual. 
●	 If you want to check the basics of the product for a quick start, refer to the Quick Guide 

(export, search).
●	 If you use the router for network connection, refer to the “Connecting and Setting the 

Network” of the Quick Guide.

I forgot the password. ●	 Contact the Recorder administrator for help.
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Problem Action

Exported data cannot be played on a PC or recorder. ●	 When setting the file format for exporting, first decide whether the device to be played is a PC 
or a recorder before setting. 

●	 When playing on a PC, the export file format must be SEC.
●	 When playing on a recorder, the export file format must be recorder.

Recording does not work. ●	 If your player does not display a Live image at all, that indicates recording does not work so 
first check if you see an image on the screen.

●	 Recording does not work if the recording settings are not properly configured.  
Scheduled Record : Specify a desired time in "Setup > Record > Record schedule". 
Recording will start at the specified time.

 – Continuous : Recording will proceed in any conditions at the specified time.

 – Event : When an event occurs, recording will perform only if the event is of alarm, 
motion detection and video loss. If there is no event found, recording will not perform. 

 – Continuous/Event : If there is no event found, continuous recording will perform. 
Whereas, if an event occurs, event recording will perform.

The image quality of the recording data is not good. ●	 Increase the resolution and quality level in "Setup > Camera > Profile setup > Record".

 – Resolution : Select a bigger size when specifying the recording size.  
The recording image in the CIF format shows a deteriorated quality as it is enlarged 
from a small-sized image.

 – Frame rate : Set the level of frame rate high.
●	 If you increase the resolution and the recording quality, the data size increases accordingly. 

So the HDD will be filled faster. Overwriting will overwrite the existing data so recording will 
proceed at a shorter interval.

Frame rate of the actual recording does not match that of 
configured to the camera.

●	 If multiple profiles were applied to one camera for video transmission, the actual video stream 
can be serviced by the camera at a lower frame rate than specified. 
Configure your camera to use one profile for data streaming as possible. 
For example, if you set the same profile for recording and network profiles, the actual 
recording is made at the specified frame rate. 
Still, live video display using split screen mode may apply yet another profile to camera in 
accordance with the used screen mode. 
Note that allowed limit bitrate for recording / recording settings should be set to be bigger 
values than that of camera's feed.

In the recording setting screen, the permitted level for a specific 
channel is displayed in orange.

●	 If the input data is greater than the permitted level for each channel, it is displayed in orange. 
Set the permitted data limit to higher than the amount of input data.

●	 If the sum of input data for each channel exceeds the limit, the alarm icon will be displayed. In 
this case, the channel exceeding the input limit does not record the entire frame, but it records 
the main frame only (one or two per sec).

Problem Action

In the live screen, the < > icon is displayed and the 
message window saying “Record data size exceeded limitation. 
Only key frames are recorded. Please check the record settings.” 
pops up.

●	 If the sum of input data for each channel exceeds the limit, the alarm icon and the pop up 
window will be displayed. In this case, the channel exceeding the input limit does not record 
the entire frame, but it records the main frame only (one or two per sec).

●	 Set the permitted data limit to higher than the amount of input data entered in the "Setup > 
Record > Record setup" menu.

Recording is not performed in accordance with the settings. ●	 If the recording status displays 'Exceeds the maximum hard disc performance', set the 
recording size according to the recording performance specifications for each HDD condition.  
For details, refer to the "Setup > Setting the Recording” page in the Table of Contents. 

The recording screen will slow down. ●	 Check whether the recording performance specifications for each HDD condition match the 
actual recording settings.  
For details, refer to the "Setup > Setting the Recording” page in the Table of Contents. 

●	 If the data volume of a video exceeds the playing performance, only the main frame is played. 

If recording loss persists continuously ●	 Reset the camera recording profile to let the entire recording bps size fit the recording 
performance for each HDD condition.  
For details, refer to the "Setup > Setting the Recording” page in the Table of Contents.

●	 Check the HDD status and determine whether inspection or replacement is necessary.  
For details, refer to the "Setup > Setting the Device > Storage device" page in the Table 
of Contents. 

When registering your camera in PnP mode, if the camera 
doesn't get registered but the logo keeps loading attempting 
access.

●	 If your camera is using a manual IP, the IP bandwidth might not match with the Network 1 IP 
bandwidth of the recorder. Please set it to the identical IP bandwidth.

●	 If your camera is in DHCP mode, see if the Network 1 port is functioning in the DHCP server of 
the recorder.
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